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Confinement-guided coalescence of drops in microfluidic devices is an effective means to
manipulate the composition of individual droplets. Recently, Sun et al. [Lab Chip 11, 3949
(2011)] have shown that coalescence between a long moving plug and an array of parked
droplets in a microfluidic network can be used to flexibly manipulate the composition
of the static droplet arrays. However, the transport mechanisms underlying this complex
dilution process have not been elucidated. In this study, we develop phenomenological
models and perform particle-based numerical simulations to identify the key mass transfer
mechanisms influencing the concentration profiles of drops during coalescence-induced
drop dilution. Motivated by experimental observations, in the simulations we consider (i)
advection within the moving plug, (ii) diffusion in the moving plug and parked droplets,
(iii) fluid advection due to initiation of coalescence, and (iv) advection in the coalesced plug
due to the continuous phase flowing through the gutters in noncircular microchannels. We
find that the dilution process is dominated by diffusion, recirculation in the moving plug,
and gutter-flow-induced advection, but is only weakly affected by coalescence-induced
advection. We show that the control parameters regulating dilution can be divided into
those influencing the duration of mass transfer (e.g., plug length and velocity) and those
affecting the rate of mass transfer (e.g., diffusion and gutter-flow-induced advection).
Finally, we demonstrate that our simulations are able to predict droplet concentration
profiles in experiments. The results from this study will allow better design of drop dilution
microfluidic devices. Furthermore, the identification of gutter-flow-induced advection as
an alternative mass transfer mechanism in two-phase flows could potentially lead to more
efficient means of oil recovery from droplets trapped in porous media.
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I. INTRODUCTION30

Droplet-based microfluidics involves the production and manipulation of monodisperse droplets31

where each droplet acts as a distinct microreactor [1]. Driven by benefits such as sample digitization,32

reduced reagent consumption, high-throughput analysis, and sensitive detection, droplet-based33

microfluidics has found numerous applications in biochemical analysis, cell-based assays, and34

material synthesis [2–5]. Paralleling the needs of applications, fundamental advances have also35

been made in understanding and controlling the generation, breakup, coalescence, and trafficking of36

microfluidic droplets [6–9].37

A central requirement for several droplet-based applications [1,4,10,11] is the ability to flexibly38

change the reagent concentration in microfluidic drops across a wide range—a process that is39

analogous to serial dilution of reagents at the macroscale. To achieve dilution, one class of methods40

employs strategies to vary the local composition of the fluid mixture prior to droplet generation,41

producing one-dimensional (1D) trains of moving drops with distinct concentrations [1,10–19].42

Another class of methods involves inducing coalescence repetitively between the generated droplets,43

either passively or actively [20–29].44
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FIG. 1. Dilution of SDAs with moving plugs: (a) a 2.2-μl water plug in mineral oil traveling bottom to
top through a 60-trap SDA in which each static drop initially contains the same amount of aqueous dye, C0;
(b) 3D schematic of a recurring trapping loop in an SDA; (c) cross-sectional schematic of a microfluidic channel
in an SDA illustrating the presence of gutter flows around an aqueous plug; (d) and (e) concentration profiles
for the first ten traps (450-μm diameter) for various flow rates (0.2–2.0 μl/min) and plug sizes (0.8–2.2 μL),
respectively, using device in (a) with 200 × 200-μm cross-section channels; data from Sun et al. [25].

Recently, we showed that coalescing long plugs with an array of drops immobilized in a45

microfluidic parking network (MPN) can be used to achieve dilution (see Fig. 1) [19,25]. The46

MPN network contains a series of parking loops with each loop containing a trap chamber and a47
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bypass channel. The dilution method involves injecting two long plugs sequentially into the MPN48

network. As the first plug moves through the MPN, it fills the traps. When the tail of this plug49

reaches the entrance of each parking loop, it sequentially ruptures, creating a static droplet array50

(SDA), where each droplet has the same concentration. The dilution occurs when the second plug51

coalesces with each of the droplets, enabling mass transfer between the traps and the plug. Because52

the concentration of solute in the moving plug varies with position along the plug, the flux in and53

out of each trap varies, and different concentration gradations are generated across the SDA.54

This method is flexible, as the reagent concentration from drop to drop can be manipulated in fine55

gradations either by varying the flow rate or the volume of the diluting plug, as shown in Figs. 1(d)56

and 1(e), respectively. In contrast to methods that create concentration gradations in 1D droplet57

trains [1,10–19], this dilution approach offers distinct advantages: (i) Identification and imaging of58

these two-dimensional (2D) static droplet arrays (SDAs) is easier because the drops are located at59

prescribed coordinates; and (ii) SDAs can be studied for long periods of time, whereas 1D moving60

droplet trains are limited by droplet residence time, making SDAs particularly suitable for reactions61

with slow kinetics.62

Despite the flexibility and benefits of this microfluidic drop dilution approach, a deeper63

understanding of the mechanisms controlling mass transfer between confined coalesced droplets of64

differing composition is lacking. Previous studies of coalescence have been pursued in configurations65

that are different from dilution-motivated geometries, such as coalescence of unconfined droplets66

[30–32] or only slightly confined droplets [33]. In our system, we have a moving diluting plug and67

static droplets, and these two coalescing bodies merge but do not significantly alter the rest of their68

shapes except for the interface. Moreover, the gutters in the corners of the rectangular channel cross69

sections [see Fig. 1(c)]—which are typical of most microfluidic geometries and have been shown70

to be important in droplet production at a T junction [34,35], droplet trapping [21,26], and dilution71

of droplets [20]—enable the continuous oil phase to flow and “stir” the fluid inside. As a result,72

the process of mass transfer is rather complex, and none of the microfluidic studies focusing on73

droplet dilution [1,10–29] have pursued modeling to describe the evolution of concentration during74

coalescence-induced dilution.75

In our system, mass transfer is expected due to several phenomena: (i) the initial coalescence event76

triggered by the rupture of the thin film of continuous phase, (ii) advection due to flow patterns that77

are established while the diluting plug is coalesced with the static droplets, and (iii) mass diffusion78

within the coalesced plug that results from local concentration variations. It is unclear to what extent79

each of these mechanisms influences the final concentrations in the SDA, and how system parameters80

influence the final dilution profile. For example, in the plot of concentration versus trap number in81

Fig. 1(d), a tenfold increase in plug velocity unexpectedly causes nearly two orders-of-magnitude82

increase in final concentration for the first trap. Such nonlinear effects must be understood in order to83

accurately predict and control the concentration profiles generated using coalescence-induced drop84

dilution.85

In this study, we pursue particle-based simulations to provide insights into the mechanisms86

regulating mass transport during coalescence between a moving plug and a stationary drop(s). In87

Sec. II, we formulate the problem by considering a simplified microfluidic geometry. In Sec. III,88

we first start with a basic model that includes only the most obvious elements—advection in89

the plug and diffusion throughout all aqueous phases. Next, we refine the phenomenological90

model by including further elements—such as delayed coalescence, coalescence-induced advection91

(CIA), and gutter-flow-induced advection (GFIA)—to see how they affect mass transfer. Our92

simulation algorithm is presented in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V, we demonstrate how simulations93

based on our phenomenological model reflect the same qualitative trends that are observed in94

experiments, such as how concentration profiles are affected by changes in plug volume, plug95

velocity, and changes in network geometry. In this section, we also assess the importance of96

the different transport mechanisms. Our results show that GFIA contributes significantly to mass97

transport during confinement-guided coalescence, highlighting its importance for microfluidic drop98

dilution.99
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION100

The basic approach underlying the dilution of SDAs is coalescence between a moving plug101

and an array of stationary drops. We seek to model the underlying mass transfer processes102

phenomenologically. Although the diluting plug in the actual SDA shown in Fig. 1(a) moves through a103

circuitous path and coalesces with circular traps, our model uses a simplified geometry and considers104

only the most basic elements, such as plug volume (and length), trap volume (and therefore static105

droplet volume), and trap spacing (according to linearized path length between traps), and plug-trap106

interface size. These simplifications reduce the initial number of variables in our system and make107

it easier to identify relationships between the model parameters and predicted results.108

As shown in Fig. 2(a), our simplified geometry involves a moving 2D rectangular plug that109

contacts trapped drops modeled as stationary square fluid elements. Because the computation time110

could be minimized by restricting the type of boundaries to linear segments and by minimizing the111

number of boundaries, we chose to approximate the circular traps with square-shaped traps. For112

example, the 450-μm-diameter circular trap is modeled as a 400 × 400-μm square trap, resulting in113

cross-sectional areas that deviate less than 1% from each other. Since the trap fluid in our model is114

either entirely or mostly stationary [except for a perimeter flow when simulating gutter-flow-induced115

advection as shown in Fig. 2(c)], the use of an equal-area trap—such as a square—should yield nearly116

identical diffusional mass transfer in our 2D simulations.117

System characteristics118

Given that we have simplified the SDA geometry, here we discuss the important dimensionless119

numbers and relevant time scales based on experimental data. The experiments [25] inspiring the120

phenomenological model and simulation parameters were performed in square microfluidic channels121

of approximately 200 × 200 μm (cross-sectional area A = 4 × 104 μm2) and using volumetric flow122

rates, Q = 12–120 μl/h, corresponding to plug velocities, Up ≈ 80–800 μm/s. Reynolds numbers,123

Re = ρaqWUp

μaq
≈ 1.7 × 10−2 to 0.17, where the aqueous-phase density, ρaq = 998 kg/m3, the channel124

width, W = 200 μm, and the aqueous-phase viscosity, μaq = 0.001 Pa s. While inertial forces are125

relatively weak compared to viscous forces, they are not negligible in this range. The capillary126

number Ca = μoilUp

γ
≈ 5 × 10−5 to 5 × 10−4, where the viscosity of the oil outer phase μoil =127

0.030 Pa s, and the interfacial tension, γ ≈ 0.050 N/m. The Péclet number, Pe = UpW

D
≈ 30–300,128

where D(=500 μm2/s [36,37]) is the diffusivity of the fluorescein molecule. Note that in our129

simulations, we assume that for long plugs, the plug velocity (Up) is of the same order of magnitude130

as the mean continuous-phase fluid velocity (U ) [6,38].131

Note that Pe > 1 might imply that the contribution of diffusion is negligible compared to132

advection. However, a consideration of two specific time scales establishes the importance of133

diffusion: diffusion time across the channel width (tD), and contact time (tC), which is the length134

of time the moving plug is coalesced with a given trapped droplet. The diffusion time across the135

channel width is given by tD = W2

2D
≈ 40 s. Contact time can be determined from the plug length136

(Lp) and plug velocity (Up) as tC = Lp

Up
. In the experiments, plug volumes (Vp) ranged from 0.8 to137

4 μl [19,25], corresponding to plug lengths of 20–100 mm. Using a typical plug length of 25 mm and138

a velocity of 500 μm/s, contact time is 50 s. Because contact time and diffusion time are of the same139

order of magnitude, this means there is sufficient time for the fluorescein tracer to diffuse out from140

the trap and across the entire width of the plug before the plug detaches from the trapped droplet.141

The effects of diffusion therefore cannot be ignored, and both diffusion and advection should be142

considered in the phenomenological model.143

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE AND MODELING OF MASS TRANSPORT MECHANISMS144

Our approach in building a phenomenological model for the dilution of SDAs with moving plugs145

involves identifying transport mechanisms (see Fig. 2) based on actual experimental observations,146
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FIG. 2. Models for mass transport mechanisms used in simulations: plug advection, diffusion, coalescence-
induced advection (CIA), and gutter-flow-induced advection (GFIA). (a) The basic model involves advection
within the moving plug with recirculation at the ends of the plug, and diffusion throughout the moving plug and
the trapped drop. The advection in the plug is modeled using the Hagen-Poiseuille flow with recirculation at
the ends (from the perspective of moving plug) and diffusion is modeled using random walk. Relative velocity
profile is shown in red; recirculating streamlines shown in light gray. (b) A model for CIA. Upon coalescence,
particles within a trap-exchange area are exchanged with any particles in two equally sized plug-exchange areas
to simulate CIA. Relevant parameters include plug-trap interface length (Li), length of square trap-exchange
area (Lx), and length and width of the advected plug-exchange areas (Wadv and Ladv, respectively). (c) A model
for GFIA. A 2D schematic of trap area showing the near-wall layer of thickness δ redirected from the plug
along the perimeter of the trap, shown by blue arrows. Particles in this fluid layer move at the same velocity
〈Uδ〉 along the perimeter of the trap.
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FIG. 3. Time-lapse experimental images (a)–(e) of a moving plug of pure water driven by an outer mineral
oil phase and diluting a trapped fluorescein-dyed aqueous droplet. The head of the diluting plug is present only
in (a), (b) and it has moved out of the field of view in (c)–(e). In (e), the widths 1 and 2 (∼50 and ∼100 μm,
respectively) indicate the width of the stream of dye particles being carried downstream. The red dashed
arrow in the trap region designates a concentration gradient from the wall towards the center, and the yellow
solid curved arrow designates a counterclockwise concentration gradient along the trap perimeter, indicating a
counterclockwise evacuation of fluorescein.

developing simple models for each of the transport mechanisms and then implementing them147

in particle-based simulations to assess the relative importance of each transport mechanism with148

respect to final concentrations. First, we begin with a basic model [Fig. 2(a)] that includes only149

the most obvious transport mechanisms—such as advection in the plug and diffusion throughout150

all aqueous phases. Next, we introduce additional elements into the mass transfer model—such as151

delayed coalescence, coalescence-induced advection [CIA; see Fig. 2(b)], and gutter-flow-induced152

advection [GFIA; see Fig. 2(c)]—to see how well they bridge the gap between simulation and153

experiment. This bottom-up modeling approach where the complexity is hierarchically introduced154

enables us to identify the relative importance and effect of each transport mechanism on the inherently155

complex nature of mass transfer in our drop dilution system.156

A. Advection in the moving plug157

In experiments, advection within the moving plug clearly plays an important role in mass158

transfer. In the time-lapse experimental images shown in Fig. 3 (for original video, see Electronic159

Supplementary Information, or “ESI”, Sec. 4, Movie S3 of Sun et al. [25]), as the moving plug160

travels downstream, the plug visibly carries dye particles that have exited the trap downstream as161

the plug progresses through the network. The importance of advection is also corroborated by the162

fact that Pe>1, as discussed in Sec. II A. We therefore include the advection of particles due to the163

fluid motion in the moving plug.164

We model the flow in the moving diluting plug using a parallel plate approximation proposed165

by Handique and Burns [39]. The fluid within an immiscible liquid plug moving through a narrow166

gap between two parallel plates follows recirculating paths around two vortices, with the vortices167

isolated in two halves [39], as shown in Fig. 2(a) (bottom). A plane between and parallel to the two168

plates divides the plug into halves. The combination of pressure-driven Hagen-Poiseuille flow and169
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closed boundaries requires a parabolic velocity profile in the body of the plug and recirculation at170

the front and rear of the plug, as shown in Fig. 2(a).171

From the frame of reference of the moving plug, the relative velocity profile is given by Eq. (1),172

where Up is the magnitude of the plug velocity (which one could measure by tracking the position173

of either the head or tail over time from a fixed frame of reference) [39].174

Urel = 0.5 Up

[
1 − 3

(
y

W/2

)2]
. (1)

Note how the fastest advancing (or forward) relative velocity is in the center of the plug (y = 0)175

and has a magnitude of 0.5 Up. The fastest receding (or rearward) relative velocity is –Up at the walls,176

which satisfies a no-slip condition at the boundaries. In both halves of the plug, there is a stagnation177

line (y = ±ys) at about 0.577 times the half-channel width from the centerline where the relative178

velocities are zero, which means any liquid in that region would simply travel at the same speed as179

the plug and would not appear to advance or recede relative to the plug. Using particle image180

velocimetry (PIV), several groups have confirmed that fluid does in fact circulate in elongate vortices181

in each half of the plug [40–43].182

Recirculation of particles between advancing and receding sections within each vortex is183

accomplished by performing a volumetric flow rate balance—essentially a mass balance—around184

the stagnation line and is explained in Appendix A of the ESI [39]. For example, to identify the185

corresponding receding y coordinate for an advancing particle that is to be recirculated upon reaching186

the front of the plug, we simply identify the receding y coordinate which satisfies the following187

volumetric flow rate balance: flow rate between the stagnation line and the advancing y coordinate188

= flow rate between the stagnation line and the receding y coordinate. The advancing and receding189

volumetric flow rates between the moving particle and the stagnation line must be identical, otherwise190

there would be a nonphysical accumulation or loss of mass at the end caps.191

B. Diffusion192

As suggested by the comparison of diffusion time across the channel width and contact time193

in Sec. II A, diffusion is also important for mass transfer during drop dilution. In Fig. 3(e), for194

example, the narrow stream of particles leaving the trap region has a width that roughly doubles195

from about 50 to about 100 μm after traveling ≈1000 μm downstream. This indicates that the196

dye is indeed diffusing across the width of the channel over time. In the trap, the left-pointing197

arrow indicates the presence of a concentration gradient across the confined droplet. Assuming the198

velocities are substantially lower in the trap region than in the main channel and bypass channel, the199

presence of concentration gradients in the trap—particularly in the center, where flow is most likely200

to be relatively stagnant—indicates diffusion. In our phenomenological model, we therefore include201

the effects of diffusion throughout the moving plug and static droplets.202

We model dye diffusion in the moving and static drops by imposing random displacements to the203

particles in the simulation. The probability distribution for a particle’s displacement after a certain204

time (t) is Gaussian and depends on its diffusion coefficient (D) [44–46]. The standard deviation205

of the probability distribution for a single particle (in each independent dimension, e.g., x, y, and206

z)—which is the same as the root-mean-squared displacement for an ensemble of particles starting207

at the same location—is given by [44,47]208

σ =
√

〈x〉2 =
√

2Dt. (2)

In particle-based simulations, diffusion can therefore be modeled using the random walk209

method [42]:210

xk = x∗
k + ζ(x,k)

√
2D�t and yk = y∗

k + ζy,k

√
2D�t, (3)
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where the new coordinates for the kth particle (xk,yk) are calculated by starting with the211

initial coordinates (x∗
k , y∗

k ) and displacing them by the product of the displacement standard212

deviation—which depends on D and the time step size, �t—and a random number (ζ ) that is213

sampled from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. The random214

numbers ζx,k and ζy,k simply denote the fact that separate random numbers are generated for the215

kth particle for displacements in the x and y directions.216

In each simulated time step, when particles are allowed to diffuse, it is possible for particles to217

attempt to move beyond the plug and/or trap boundaries. When this occurs, we implement the218

commonly used bounce-back condition [48,49], where any particle’s attempt to move beyond219

the system bounds is ignored for the current time step and is simply left in place. This is220

a reasonable alternative to the reflective-boundary condition—where particles are reflected off the221

boundary like a mirror—because upon reflecting off the wall, the particle still has equal probabilities222

of ending up either closer to or farther from the wall. Therefore leaving the particle in place (versus223

reflecting it) does not unnaturally skew the concentration of particles near boundaries.224

C. Coalescence-induced advection225

As a long plug moves through an SDA network, experimentally we often see that the head of226

the moving plug may enter the bypass channel and travel some distance before the body of the plug227

finally coalesces with the trapped droplet as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). This delayed coalescence228

is likely because a finite amount of time is required for the thin oil film between the plug and droplet229

to drain. Drainage time is a function of both normal-direction and tangential-direction approach230

velocities, as well as rate of deformation of the interface upon approach [50–52].231

After each coalescence event in experiments, there is a sudden and violent exchange of material232

between the moving plug and trapped droplet: Concentrated material from the static droplets is233

visibly dispersed outward along the channel walls [see Fig. 3(b)]. The initial dispersion of material234

appears to occur much more quickly than should be possible for advection due to the standard235

Hagen-Poiseuille pressure-driven parabolic velocity profiles, as material near the walls appears to236

advance more quickly than the plug head. This suggests a phenomenon other than the standard flow237

profile is the driving force. Even more surprising is that concentrated material from the static droplet238

is also dispersed upstream of the trap against the direction of flow. Dye is dispersed several hundred239

micrometers upstream and downstream of the trap. Some of the plug’s clear fluid can also be seen240

partially infiltrating the static drop. This coalescence-induced advection (CIA) could impact the final241

SDA concentrations. We therefore include both delayed coalescence and CIA in advanced versions242

of our model.243

We note that CIA could be partially due to Marangoni flows [53–55] induced by gradients in244

interfacial tension between the moving plug and trapped droplets. Using a ring tensiometer (Krüss245

K100), we measured the interfacial tension between mineral oil and both pure water and aqueous246

solutions of food dye at the concentrations used in experiments: For pure water, γ = 45.65 ±247

0.031 mN/m; for a 20× dilution of blue food dye (Great Value, Walmart), γ = 11.17 ± 0.082mN/m;248

for a 10× dilution of black food dye (Great Value, Walmart), γ = 2.6 mN/m. Since the trapped249

droplet contains dye [e.g., see Figs. 1(a) and 3(b)], it has a much lower interfacial tension than the250

moving plug of pure water [56], allowing the moving plug interface to pull material out of the trap.251

Based on the difference between the interfacial tensions of oil-water and oil-dye solutions, the driving252

force could be as high as 43 mN/m. In a prior study, Marangoni stresses caused a microdroplet of an253

alcohol solution to spread radially along the surface of pure water, doubling the droplet diameter in254

a matter of milliseconds with an interfacial tension difference or driving force of only 5.56 mN/m255

[55]. Moreover, another study showed that interfacial tension differences can even cause particles to256

migrate upstream against gravity, from a lower-elevation trough with a particle-laden fluid surface to257

a higher-elevation trough with pure fluid of higher interfacial tension [54]. In the study by Wen et al.258

[27], the direction of Marangoni stresses is opposite from ours with opposite results: The moving259

plug is dyed, and the trapped droplet is pure water. In this case, the dye is pulled from the plug into260
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the trap and along the inner perimeter of the trap in both directions (see Fig. 3(a) in Wen et al. [27]).261

Therefore it is likely that CIA is at least partially due to Marangoni flows.262

Based on experimental observations, we know that the conversion of surface energy to kinetic263

energy causes an exchange of volume between the trapped droplet and the moving plug. Furthermore,264

the length scale of the affected area appears to be on the order of the size of the interface itself (e.g.,265

the length): For a 200-μm-long interface, the ejected fingers upstream and downstream are a few266

hundred microns long, and fluid from the moving plug infiltrates the trapped droplet less than267

200 μm. We therefore model CIA by a volume exchange as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).268

In our 2D simulations, CIA is incorporated by defining a trap-exchange area—marked by a269

red square of length Lx in Fig. 2(b) within the trap region and adjacent to the plug-trap interface270

of length Li— and two plug-exchange areas upstream and downstream of the plug-trap interface271

region—marked by blue rectangles in Fig. 2(b) with width and length of Wadv and Ladv, respectively.272

Consistent with experiments, the head of the moving plug is allowed to travel past the trapped273

droplet a user-specified distance (or “merge point” distance, �merge) before coalescence is deemed274

to have occurred. Once the merge point of the simulated plug reaches the trap interface, coalescence275

is allowed, and the wall segment (of length Li) at the plug-trap interface is removed to allow particle276

exchange between plug and trap. Any particles in the trap-exchange area are removed from the trap277

and distributed evenly among the two plug-exchange areas, which together occupy the same area278

as the trap-exchange area. Any particles in the plug-exchange areas are likewise moved to the279

trap-exchange area. For simulations, we predefine the size of the trap-exchange area (Lx) and the280

plug-exchange areas (WadvLadv)based on typical experimental observations.281

D. Gutter-flow-induced advection282

Generally in situations of viscous flow past an open cavity, one expects closed-streamline283

circulation in the cavity [57]. Moreover, circulation must be in a direction that allows velocities284

to match at the mouth of the cavity [57]. In this situation, we might therefore initially expect to see a285

clockwise fluid rotation in the experimental time-lapse images of static droplets being diluted with286

moving plugs in Fig. 3. However, in the experimental images of Fig. 3, we observe material being287

scooped in the counterclockwise direction in the trap, even though the moving plug on the left side288

of the trap exerts shear stresses at the trap entrance that tend to induce a clockwise circulation.289

To investigate this phenomenon, we performed single-phase 2D computational fluid dynamics290

(CFD) simulations. As shown in Fig. 4(a), when a single-phase fluid flows through the trap geometry291

without a constriction, closed streamlines are observed with clockwise circulation of the fluid in292

the trap. This single-phase simulation result is in contradiction with our experimental observation.293

Moreover, the closed streamlines in this case mean that mass transfer between trap and plug can294

occur only through diffusion.295

To proceed, we hypothesize that in a two-phase system where an outer oil phase drives an aqueous296

plug through an SDA with square cross-sectioned channels, there is substantial outer-phase flow in297

the gutter regions [see Fig. 1(c)]. Figure 4(b) is a schematic of what would likely be seen near the298

top and bottom of the channel: While the aqueous plug is essentially pressed against the top and299

bottom surfaces of the channel (except for a thin film of oil) across most of the width of the channel,300

there is a significant gutter region along the entire perimeter of the plug. Oil flowing in the lower301

part of the schematic (or the right-hand side of the moving plug) flows counterclockwise around the302

trap, with some of the oil exiting the trap constriction and the rest continuing counterclockwise until303

it leaves the trap and enters the bypass channel.304

We estimate the radius of curvature of the gutters (Rgutter) for a stationary plug, and find that305

the gutter region can be substantial with Rgutter ≈ W/10 ≈ 20 μm. We arrived at this estimate306

by equating the pressure differentials across the interface in the spherically shaped end caps307

and the cylindrically shaped gutter regions, using the Young-Laplace equation [58]—�P =308

γ (1/R1 + 1/R2), where R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature in orthogonal planes. For a square309

cross-sectioned channel, we obtain Rgutter = W/4, and the deepest part of the gutter region will be310
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FIG. 4. Consequences of gutter-flow-induced advection on fluid circulation and mass transport. (a) Without
gutter flows, fluid circulation is clockwise in the trap. Streamlines were obtained from a 2D COMSOL CFD
simulation of single-phase Stokes flow past the open mouth of an enclosed circular trap. (b) Schematic
illustrating how the outer-phase gutter flow will be distributed in the trap geometry. Red arrows indicate the
outer-phase gutter flow along the perimeter of the aqueous phase (shaded blue). (c) In the presence of gutter
flows, fluid circulation can be counterclockwise and also lead to enhanced mass transport due to streamlines
that enter the trap and exit back into the plug. Streamline plots in (c)–(f) were generated from COMSOL CFD
simulations where the bottom semicircular wall is moving at a fraction of the plug velocity, Up , mimicking
gutter flows. In red are highlighted the streamlines in a near-wall layer of thickness, δ, that pass through the trap
region and exit into the bypass. In (c)–(f), the thickness of pass-through streamlines increases as the perimeter
velocity around the trap increases.

≈W/10, or 20 μm in our geometry. Thus, there could be significant flow within the gutter regions.311

The thin film regions, in contrast, likely have negligible flow, as film thickness for stationary droplets312

or droplets moving at extremely low Ca (Ca < 10−5) is governed by the disjoining pressure and has313

been measured to be only 20–30 nm using reflection interface contrast microscopy [59].314

The mechanism we propose for the counterclockwise circulation is that the continuous phase315

in the gutters flows along the perimeter of the plug and counterclockwise around the trapped316

droplet [as illustrated in Figs. 1(c) and 4(b)], countering the trap-entrance shear stresses—which317

would otherwise instigate clockwise circulation—and actually inducing circulation in the opposite318

direction. To incorporate the effect of gutter flows into our CFD simulation while still maintaining319

the simplicity of a single phase, we converted the lower half of the circular trap wall into a moving320

boundary [see Fig. 4(c)] with a prescribed velocity. A moving semicircular boundary mimics the321

effect of gutter flows, which would exert counterclockwise shear stress at the perimeter of the trap.322

The results are shown in Fig. 4(c), for the case where the boundary velocity is 20% of the mean plug323

velocity. We find that a set of streamlines that begin near the perimeter of the moving plug passes324

entirely through the trap region and exit back into the plug. This result is strikingly different from325

CFD simulations without gutter flows, as gutter flows appear to enable advection of material into326

and out of the trap region where previously there was no such exchange.327

Based on our CFD simulations, we also note that the thickness, δ, of the set of pass-through328

streamlines increases with increasing perimeter velocities [see Figs. 4(d)–4(f)], suggesting mass329

transport out of the trap is enhanced by gutter-flow-induced advection (GFIA). For example, when330
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the perimeter velocity increases from 5% to 20% of the plug velocity, the thickness of the near-wall331

fluid layer with pass-through streamlines increases by 30-fold. It is also interesting to note that332

as the relative strength of the gutter flows—represented by the perimeter velocity—increases, the333

streamlines and locations of stagnation points all shift. This can be understood by realizing that the334

two counter-rotating vortices in the trap region correspond to the two opposing sources of shear335

stress: (1) a clockwise vortex in the upper left region induced by the flow within the plug passing336

by the entrance, and (2) a counterclockwise vortex in the lower right region induced by the gutter337

flows. As the balance of strength shifts between those opposing shear stresses, the size and location338

of the two corresponding vortices also shift.339

More advanced versions of our model will therefore include the effects of GFIA, which stirs340

the fluid in the trapped droplets. To model GFIA, we implement the scheme shown in Fig. 2(c). A341

near-wall layer of fluid of predefined thickness δ from the moving plug is redirected into the trap342

region, follows the inner perimeter of the trap region, and then rejoins the moving plug. For ease of343

simulation and to reduce computation time, all particles within the trap-circulating path are moved344

with the same velocity—the “mean layer velocity,” 〈Uδ〉, which represents the average velocity of the345

fluid in the near-wall layer of the plug. This mean layer velocity is given by Eq. (4), which is obtained346

by integrating the velocity profile over the layer thickness and normalizing by that thickness.347

〈Uδ〉 = Up

[
3

(
δ

W

)
− 2

(
δ

W

)2]
. (4)

According to Eq. (4), if the layer thickness is 5% of the channel width (δ = 0.05 W ), the mean layer348

velocity 〈Uδ〉 is 14.5% of Up. As δ increases, 〈Uδ〉 increases, corresponding to increasing strength349

of GFIA relative to plug advection strength. In the simulations, we typically use δ/W < 0.125.350

When simulating GFIA, any particles within the near-wall layer that reach the trap interface351

region are redirected into the trap-circulating path. Particles are evenly distributed across the width352

of the trap-circulating path. Each time step, any particles in the trap-circulating path are advected353

according to the length of the time step and the mean layer velocity 〈Uδ〉. Note, however, that354

particles are also allowed to diffuse in each time step. Particles may therefore diffuse into and out355

of the trap-circulating path. Once particles complete their journey around the perimeter of the trap,356

they are returned to the near-wall layer of the moving plug near the plug-trap interface.357

IV. SIMULATION ALGORITHM358

As described above, the most basic version of our phenomenological model [see Fig. 2(a)]359

considers advection and fluid recirculation within the plug and diffusion throughout the plug and any360

coalesced trapped droplets. To make it easier to implement the model in 2D particle-based simula-361

tions, the moving plug is approximated as a moving rectangle, and the traps with trapped droplets362

are approximated as squares. At the beginning of the simulation, all particles are contained within363

the enclosed traps, and the moving plug is void of particles. Once the moving plug has coalesced with a364

trapped droplet, the boundary between the trap and moving plug disappears, and particles are allowed365

to diffuse in and out of the trap. In each time step, particles within the plug are advected to their new366

locations, and particles are also allowed to diffuse. In simulations following more advanced versions367

of our model, the additional elements of CIA and/or GFIA are also addressed in each time step.368

The following major steps are performed each time step in our simulations based on the369

phenomenological model (see Appendix B in ESI for more details):370

(1) Allow coalescence and CIA between trap and moving plug if necessary.371

(2) Allow diffusion of all particles using the random-walk method.372

(3) Allow advection of fluid and particles, and execute GFIA if necessary.373

(4) Update boundary locations for the moving plug—move all plug boundary segments forward374

at the mean plug velocity Up.375

(5) Check for plug detachment.376

(6) Display and/or update graphical output if desired.377
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All the simulations were conducted using MATLAB (Release 2014a, The MathWorks, Inc.). The378

number of particles in each trap was typically 10 000 but was as high as 4 × 105 for visualization379

purposes. The time step size (�t) in each simulation depends on the plug velocity and the length380

of the plug-trap interface (here, 200 μm) and is chosen so that the plug never moves more than the381

interface length in a single time step. Typically, the time steps are small enough so that multiple382

steps (e.g., anywhere from three to ten) are required for the plug to travel the length of the plug-trap383

interface. Time scales are nondimensionalized by the contact time (e.g., t = t ′/tc).384

The implementation and impact of each major element of our phenomenological model385

(advection, diffusion, CIA, GFIA) depends on different sets of simulation parameters. For example,386

in the basic model, the control parameters are Pe and plug length (Lp). Likewise, CIA control387

parameters are Li,Lx,Wadv and Ladv, and �merge. The only control parameter for GFIA is the388

thickness of the near-wall layer of the plug (δ).389

The values for control parameters used in simulation were obtained from our previous390

experimental studies [19,25] and are indicated in the relevant figure captions. In the simulations, the391

following parameters were directly obtained from experiments: Up; Lp and plug volume (Vp); W392

and channel height (H ); Li ; trap overhead area (which is converted into a square of the same area393

and of length, Ltrap, for simulations), intertrap spacing (�trap); and �merge. Estimated simulation394

parameters included D,Lx , and δ.395

In our Results and Discussion section, all length scales are normalized by the channel width,396

W ′ (e.g., Lp,Lx,δ)—except for Lx , which is normalized by the plug-trap interface length: Lx =397

L′
x/L

′
i—and we denote dimensional lengths with a prime superscript (e.g., Lp = L′

p/W ′), unless398

otherwise stated. Also note that in all simulations, the length of the plug-trap interface is equal to399

the width of the plug (Li = W ).400

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION401

First, in Sec. V A, we use our phenomenological model and present example results for the402

dilution of a single trap with a moving plug. In Sec. V B, we investigate how the microfluidic network403

geometry affects dilution and show that our simulation results can help explain some of the unique404

patterns observed in experimental concentration profiles. In Sec. V C, we study the importance of405

different mass transfer mechanisms on drop dilution by conducting a parametric study of the major406

model parameters, including the more advanced elements of CIA and GFIA. We compare their407

relative importance and show that GFIA can be extremely important. In Sec. V D, we argue that408

the overall dilution arising from different transport mechanisms can be understood in terms of two409

physical factors—duration and rate of mass transfer. Finally, in Sec. V E we show good quantitative410

agreement between our simulation predictions and experiment data of drop concentration profiles411

during dilution.412

A. Mass transfer from a single trap—a representative simulation413

Using the phenomenological model elements outlined in Sec. III and the simulation procedure414

discussed in Sec. IV, we simulated mass transfer during coalescence between a moving plug and a415

single trap. Figure 5 shows the sequence of images obtained from a representative simulation of a416

single aqueous trap preloaded with 400 000 dye particles being diluted with a pure water plug. The417

effects of all the transport mechanisms (advection within the plug, diffusion, delayed coalescence,418

CIA, and GFIA) have been included in the representative simulation (see also Video V1 in the419

Supplemental Material [60] and Appendix C in ESI).420

In Fig. 5(a), the moving plug—completely devoid of particles—is approaching a trapped droplet421

with an initially uniform, high concentration of particles. In Fig. 5(b), the head of the plug moves422

some distance beyond the trapped droplet before coalescence, mimicking the delayed coalescence423

seen in experiments. Upon coalescence, there is coalescence-induced advection of particles, which424

causes some particles to be ejected upstream and downstream of the trap and also causes some of425

the lower-concentration plug fluid to infiltrate the trap.426
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FIG. 5. Time-lapse images of the numerically simulated dilution of a single trap. The simulation was
conducted at Pe = 160 with plug length of Lp = 50, and trap size of Ltrap = 2. The parameters used for
coalesced–induced advection are Li = 1, �merge = 2, Lx = 0.75, Wadv = 0.2, and Ladv = 1.41. The parameters
used for gutter-flow-induced advection are δ = 0.15 (for which Ud = 0.41Up).

As the coalesced moving plug continues to move downstream [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)], gutter-flow-427

induced advection causes a gradual counterclockwise scooping of perimeter material out of the trap428

and into the plug. Simultaneously, there is diffusion of particles in all directions throughout the plug429

and trap. As particles exit the trap and into the plug (due to diffusion and GFIA), advection in the430

plug quickly carries those particles downstream. Notice how the width of the particle stream being431

carried away from the trap gradually increases in the downstream direction. This is evidence of432

diffusion across streamlines. Also we observe that the concentration—as indicated by the gray-scale433

darkness level—decreases over time, as seen from the time of coalescence [Fig. 5(b)] until the time434

of detachment [Fig. 5(e)]. Thus, our phenomenological modeling captures qualitatively the features435

seen in experiments.436

B. Influence of microfluidic parking network geometry on drop dilution437

We next considered whether our phenomenological model—first in its basic form with only plug438

advection, recirculation, and diffusion, and then in its full form including CIA and GFIA—could439

capture the effects of the MPN geometry. In MPNs such as the one shown in Fig. 1(a), there are440

two characteristics of the network geometry that periodically disturb what would otherwise be a441

consistent, repetitive pattern of trap-and-bypass loops [e.g., Fig. 1(b)]. First, from one row to the442

next, there is an alternation of the side with which traps coalesce with the moving plug. For example,443

relative to the head of the moving plug and facing downstream, the plug merges on the right side444

with the traps in the first row (bottom) but merges on the left side with traps in the second row.445

Second, note the additional length between rows, which could also affect dilution. In our model,446

these pattern-breaking characteristics can be included for additional realism and to study their effect447

on concentration profiles.448

Figures 6(a)–6(c) are a set of images from our simulations showing the flexibility we have in449

testing different geometrical arrangements of the traps around the moving plug. In Fig. 6(a), the450

simplest arrangement is where all traps are evenly spaced apart and are on the same side of the451

plug. In Fig. 6(b), there are alternating groups of traps, but all traps are still evenly spaced apart. In452
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FIG. 6. Effect of microfluidic parking network geometry on droplet concentration profiles. Three network
geometries were studied in the simulations using the both the basic and full phenomenological model: (a) All
traps evenly spaced and on the same side of the plug; (b) alternating groups of traps; (c) multiple groups of traps
on the same side of the plug but with larger distance between groups (�group) than between traps (�trap); (d) final
droplet concentration profiles exhibit stairstepping segmentation when either there is additional space between
groups of traps or when the side of coalescence shifts between groups; (e) final droplet concentration profiles
for the first 30 traps in example dilution experiments by Huang et al. (trapped droplets diluting moving plug;
Fig. 5(f) in Ref. [28]) and Sun et al. (moving plug diluting trapped droplets; 0.5 μl/m, 2.2-μl plug; Fig. 2(a) in
Ref. [25]); alternating symbol-interior colors denote different rows of traps; stairstepping is seen between rows
of traps. Simulation parameters are Lp = 50,Ltrap = 2,�trap = 2.5,�group = 10, and Pe = 160.

Fig. 6(c), all traps are on the same side, but the distance between groups (�group) is larger than the453

distance between traps (�trap).454

Figure 6(d) shows how the concentration profile changes when these MPN features are separately455

included in both the basic and full versions of our model. When the traps are all evenly spaced apart456

and are on the same side of the plug, the concentration gradations gradually increase. However, when457

there is additional space between groups of traps or when the side of coalescence shifts between458

groups, abrupt changes in the concentration profile are observed each time the network pattern shifts.459

In the particular set of simulations tested, these abrupt shifts—which look like stairstepping—are460

more strongly induced by changes in the side of coalescence than additional spacing between groups461

of traps, although this may change depending on the choice of parameters, such as intertrap spacing462

(�trap) and diffusion coefficient (D).463

The mechanism causing the abrupt decreases in concentration when the side of coalescence464

changes is due to the division of the moving plug into two circulating halves [see Fig. 2(a)]. As a465

result, dye particles that diffuse from traps into the plug on one side will tend to circulate only within466

that half, except for some diffusion across streamlines from one half to the other that occurs near the467
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center streamlines. This means that while the particle concentration increases on one side of the plug468

while it is coalesced with the first group of traps (e.g., on the right side of the plug), the concentration469

of the plug is still lower on the left side. Therefore when the plug finally coalesces with a group of470

traps on the other side (e.g., the left side of the plug), the lower concentration on the left side—and471

therefore greater concentration gradient—induces a greater degree of dilution of the first few traps472

on the left side than the previous few traps on the right side. The additional distance between groups473

of traps causes abrupt decreases in concentration for a similar reason: the additional distance gives474

particles more time to diffuse in all directions; therefore the previously high concentration near the475

walls that develops after a series of closely spaced traps has time to dissipate before reaching the476

next set of traps. This increases the concentration gradient between plug and trap for the next set of477

traps, thereby increasing the degree of dilution of the first few traps of the next group.478

Comparing the results between the basic and full models in Fig. 6(d), we see that the inclusion479

of CIA and GFIA amplifies the abrupt shifts in concentration between rows or groups of traps.480

This is because the degree of stairstepping (abrupt shifts) depends on the balance of two opposing481

phenomena: (1) Mass transfer of solute from traps into the immediately adjacent side of the moving482

plug creates local disparities in concentration across the width of the plug, and (2) diffusion of solute483

tends to even out concentrations across the plug width. The faster the rate of mass transfer out of484

the traps is compared to the rate of diffusion, the more abrupt the stairstepping will be. Since CIA485

and GFIA both increase the overall mass transfer rate in and out of the traps, their inclusion in the486

model amplifies the stairstepping effect and decreases final concentrations, as seen in Fig. 6(d).487

Experimental results [see Fig. 6(e)] reflect the same stairstepping segmentation of concentration488

profiles predicted by our simulations. In the experimental MPN shown in Fig. 1(a), there is additional489

channel length between each row (or group) of ten traps. As the moving plug reaches a new row,490

there is also a change in the side of coalescence. Both of these features contribute to the abrupt491

shifts in the concentration profiles [e.g., the Sun et al. profile in Fig. 6(e)] seen between the first few492

groups of ten traps. This stairstepping segmentation of concentration profiles is also evident from493

data reported by Huang et al. [28], but no mechanistic explanation was provided. Like the MPN in494

Fig. 1(a), the MPN used by Huang et al. had both a change in the side of coalescence and additional495

spacing between rows of traps. From the concentration profile of Huang et al. seen in Fig. 6(e) [and496

as shown in Fig. 5(f) of their study], stairstepping segmentation can be seen after the first two rows of497

12 traps, supporting our explanation that the stairstepping of concentration profiles for certain SDAs498

is due to pattern-breaking geometric features. Thus, our phenomenological modeling highlights the499

important role that network geometry can play in coalescence-induced drop dilution.500

Note that the concentration profile of Huang et al. [Fig. 6(e)] has a negative slope rather than a501

positive slope as seen in the concentration profiles of Sun et al. [Figs. 1(d), 1(e), and 6(e)]. This is502

because the moving plug in Huang et al. had a higher initial concentration of solute than the static503

droplets; therefore the net mass transfer was from the plug to the trapped droplets rather than from504

the trapped droplets to the plug. Because the concentration gradient is largest between the moving505

plug and the first trapped droplet, the greatest degree of mass transfer occurs in the first trap, and506

the first trap therefore attains a concentration closest to the initial concentration of the moving plug507

compared to the other traps. In Huang et al., the first trap therefore had a high final concentration508

corresponding to an initially high concentration in the moving plug; in Sun et al., the first trap had509

a low final concentration corresponding to an initially low concentration in the moving plug.510

C. Importance of different mass transfer mechanisms on drop dilution511

As discussed in Secs. V A and V B, simulations based on our phenomenological model can512

qualitatively explain many of the behaviors seen in experiments, such as advection of material exiting513

traps further downstream, diffusion across streamlines, CIA causing material to be advected both514

downstream and upstream of the trap, counterclockwise circulation within the trap, and abrupt shifts515

in concentration profiles. While having all model elements simultaneously present in simulations516

may result in more realistic behaviors, it is difficult to distinguish the impact of each element from517
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FIG. 7. Parametric studies on concentration profiles (final trap concentration normalized by initial
concentration, Co, versus trap number) in simulations. Unless otherwise stated, simulation parameters were
Lp = 100; Pe = 160; δ = 0; Lx = 0; �trap = 5 in (a), (b) and 10 in (c), (d); W ′ = 200μm; Ltrap = 2; diffusion
coefficient D = 500 μm2/s; 1 × 104 particles per trap. In (a), Lp = 50, and Pe was varied by varying plug
velocity. In (b), normalized plug length was varied from Lp = 50 to 200. In (c), the trap-exchange area’s
normalized length (Lx) was varied from 0 to 0.75; �merge = 3. In (d), the solid colored lines denote a fixed
Pe = 166 with GFIA δ varying from 0.050 to 0.112, and the dotted black line denotes no GFIA (δ = 0) with
Pe varying from 26 to 104 by altering diffusivity (D).

the others. Therefore we pursue a parametric investigation to gauge the relative importance of the518

identified transport mechanisms. To decouple the effects of pattern-breaking geometric features (as519

described in the previous section) from other possible phenomena, we simulate dilution using a plug520

moving past a simple linear array of ten traps, all on the same side of the plug and evenly spaced. We521

then investigate the importance of several major parameters—e.g., plug velocity, plug size, amount522

of CIA, relative strength of GFIA, and diffusion coefficient—by varying one parameter at a time523

while holding all others constant (see Fig. 7) and plotting the normalized concentration (C/C0)524

versus trap number.525

1. Basic model: Advection in plug plus diffusion526

Using our basic model, which includes advection and recirculation within the moving plug527

and diffusion throughout all aqueous regions, we first investigate the dependence of final trap528

concentrations on parameters that can be controlled experimentally by altering the operating529

conditions: plug size (or length), and plug velocity. These two characteristics are adjusted in530

experiments simply by controlling the infusion and/or aspiration of the aqueous and oil phases,531

e.g., by starting or stopping syringe pumps and adjusting their volumetric flow rates. We first explore532
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the effect of plug velocity on dilution for a fixed plug length. Next, we explore the effect of plug533

length on dilution for a fixed plug velocity.534

In Fig. 7(a), we observe that the final concentrations in each static droplet increase with increasing535

plug velocity (and increasing Pe), which is the same trend seen in experiments [Fig. 1(d)]. As plug536

velocity and Pe increase, there is less contact time between the moving plug and the trap. Because537

diffusion across streamlines is the only means for mass transfer in and out of the trap in the basic538

model, less contact time means less diffusion of particles out of the trap. Therefore as velocity539

increases, there is less dilution of the traps, and the final concentrations increase closer to their initial540

maximum values (C/C0 = 1).541

In Fig. 7(b), as plug size increases, final concentrations decrease. This corroborates the general542

trend seen in experiments [see Fig. 1(e)]. As plug size (characterized by plug length) increases for a543

fixed plug velocity, there is greater contact time and therefore more time for material to diffuse out544

from the traps. As a result, concentrations decrease with increasing plug length.545

2. Basic model with coalescence-induced advection546

We now investigate the influence of CIA by adding it to our basic model. As explained in547

Sec. III C and illustrated in Fig. 2(c), CIA is simulated by swapping the fluid contents of predefined548

trap-exchange and plug-exchange areas. Because the degree of volume exchange (or area exchange549

in 2D) is likely dictated by the size of the plug-trap interface (Li), we approximate the trap-exchange550

area as a square region with Lx � Li . To gauge the effect of CIA, we simulate a moving plug551

coalescing with a trapped droplet after a fixed amount of overshoot (i.e., delayed coalescence;552

�merge = 3), and we vary the size of the trap-exchange area (which then dictates the size of the553

plug-exchange areas) up to its maximum dimensions. Plug length and plug velocity (and therefore554

also Pe) are kept constant. After coalescence, the basic model elements of advection and recirculation555

in the plug and diffusion throughout the aqueous regions are employed until detachment.556

Figure 7(c) shows final concentration profiles for several different amounts of CIA (by varying557

Lx). As the trap-exchange area increases, final concentrations decrease due to an increase in the558

amount of dye material that is initially advected out of the trap upon coalescence. Note, however,559

that for long diluting plugs as discussed herein (as opposed to short droplets), the effect of CIA on560

concentration is minimal compared to the other parameters. Even when the trap-exchange area is561

75% of its theoretical maximum value (Lx = 0.75), CIA decreases final concentrations by only 6%562

in the first trap and even less in later traps. The effect of CIA on dilution is therefore minimal when563

using long plugs.564

3. Basic model with gutter-flow-induced advection565

Next we assess the importance of GFIA on dilution by adding it to our basic model. As described566

in Sec. III D, the relative strength of GFIA in our simulations is dictated by δ, which defines the567

thickness of the trap-perimeter region with pass-through streamlines. Holding plug length and plug568

velocity (and therefore Pe) constant, we varied δ and examined the resulting concentration profiles569

after dilution.570

Figure 7(d) includes concentration profiles for three values of GFIA δ. As the relative strength571

of GFIA is increased (by increasing δ), the total amount of mass transfer between the trap and plug572

increases, yielding lower final concentrations. Increasing δ [see Fig. 2(d)] effectively enlarges the573

fraction of the trap affected by pass-through streamlines, which enables a greater amount of scooping574

of perimeter material out of the trap and therefore greater rate and degree of mass transfer. Thus, the575

mass transfer rate in and out of the trap increases as GFIA δ increases, leading to faster dilution and576

lower final trap concentrations.577

Based on the parametric studies shown in Fig. 7 where we independently varied plug velocity,578

plug length, CIA, and GFIA, we can compare the relative importance of each parameter on mass579

transfer. From our analysis of Pe and contact time in Sec. II A, we would naturally expect both580

plug velocity and plug length to be important. Indeed, we do find that both parameters can strongly581
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FIG. 8. Contact time and mass transfer rate dictate final concentrations for basic model: (a) Simulations
using basic model with the same contact time yield virtually the same results so long as the ratio of plug length
(Lp) and plug velocity (Up) remains constant; solid symbols denote varying plug velocity with constant plug
length, Lp = 30 mm; open symbols denote varying plug length with constant plug velocity, Up = 400 μm/s;
inset shows mismatch for same contact time, tc = 50 s, when using the full model, which includes CIA
(Lx = 0.75, Wadv = 0.2,and Ladv = 1.41) and GFIA (δ = 0.1); (b) simulations with the same set of mass
transfer rates in and out of each trap yield virtually the same results regardless of the precise values of the
controlling parameters, GFIA δ and D. Unless otherwise stated, simulation parameters in (b) were Lp =
100; Pe = 160; δ = 0; Lx = 0; �trap = 10; W ′ = 200 μm; Ltrap = 2; diffusion coefficient D = 500 μm2/s; 1 ×
104 particles per trap. Solid colored lines in (b) denote a fixed Pe = 166 with GFIA δ varying from 0.050 to
0.112, and the dotted black line denotes no GFIA (δ = 0) with Pe varying from 26 to 104 by altering diffusivity.

affect dilution. Regarding the size of the CIA trap-exchange area and GFIA δ, both of which were582

based on unexpected experimental observations, we found that while the effect of CIA was relatively583

insignificant, GFIA had a significant impact on dilution. Thus, plug velocity, plug length, and GFIA584

δ should all be considered when trying to estimate final concentrations.585

D. Duration and rate of mass transfer dictate drop dilution586

The results in Sec. V C indicate that the transport mechanisms dominating the dilution process are587

diffusion, Hagen-Poiseuille-like recirculation in the moving plug, and GFIA. In particular, we found588

that parameters such as plug velocity, plug length, and GFIA δ play an important role in dictating589

the final concentrations in the trapped drops. In this section, we present a conceptual framework that590

synthesizes the influence of these different transport mechanisms and their governing parameters into591

two physical factors that control the overall dilution process. First is the duration of mass transfer,592

which is regulated by the contact time between the moving plug and the stationary drops. Second is593

the rate of mass transfer which depends on both the diffusion coefficient and the magnitude of δ that594

controls the strength of GFIA. Below we present results that support this conceptual framework.595

The duration of mass transfer depends on the contact time, tc = Lp/Up, which is the ratio of596

plug length to plug velocity. Thus, any two combinations of plug length and plug velocity with the597

same ratio should yield the same result—assuming a constant mass transfer rate. To test this, we598

use the basic model where diffusivity is the only mass transfer rate parameter. Figure 8(a) confirms599

our hypothesis. It shows how different combinations of plug velocity and plug length that share the600

same contact times yield virtually the same final trap concentrations. Note that here we have used the601

basic model, rather than the full model, since in the full model, changing plug velocity also changes602

the mass transfer rate through GFIA and CIA. As a result, in the full model, two different pairs of603
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plug velocity and plug length with the same contact time no longer yield the same dilution results604

[see inset of Fig. 8(a)].605

We note that although contact time appears to scale out the effects of plug velocity and length,606

in Fig. 8(a), we observe that the longest contact time (tc = 150 s) evidenced some disagreement607

between two sets of plug velocity and plug length. This is because one of the simulations was608

conducted at a lower Pe = 80 (the open triangle symbols with Up = 200 μm/s) and the other was609

conducted at a higher Pe = 160 (the solid triangle symbols with Up = 400 μm/s). When Pe is high,610

any solute particles that diffuse out of the trap are quickly cleared downstream and away from611

the trap entrance, meaning that the trap’s exiting particles do not greatly affect the local plug-trap612

concentration gradient; thus only diffusion time (i.e., contact time) matters. When Pe is low, however,613

changes in plug velocity can more noticeably affect the concentration gradient near the trap entrance.614

Since concentration gradient affects mass transfer rate, and velocity changes at low Pe will alter615

concentration gradients, contact time will be a less effective predictor of dilution for low Pe.616

Next, we considered the impact of rate of mass transfer on drop dilution. Both GFIA and diffusion617

affect the rate of mass transfer. We therefore hypothesized that by varying diffusivity, it should be618

possible to affect the dilution and final concentration profiles in the same manner as varying the619

relative strength of GFIA. To test this hypothesis, we first simulated the dilution of ten traps with a620

moving plug of fixed length and fixed velocity for three different values of diffusivity (and therefore621

Pe) and no GFIA [see Fig. 8(b)]. Then we conducted another three simulations, but this time we held622

the diffusivity (and therefore Pe) constant while testing three different values of GFIA δ. The values623

for δ were chosen such that the first-trap concentrations matched those obtained when investigating624

different values of diffusivity and Pe.625

Quite remarkably, the three curves for the Pe investigation almost perfectly matched the three626

curves for the GFIA investigation. For example, the concentrations obtained when Pe = 166 and627

δ = 0.050 nearly exactly match those when Pe = 104 and δ = 0 (no GFIA). This good agreement628

indicates that the final concentration profiles depend only on overall rates of mass transfer in and629

out of the traps and the overall time for mass transfer (contact time)—i.e., total amount of mass630

transfer—regardless of the exact mechanism of mass transfer.631

E. Comparison between experimental and simulation results632

We wanted to evaluate how closely our full-model simulations could predict the dilution profiles633

for the first ten traps (i.e., the first row) of the SDA shown in Fig. 1(a). In our simulations,634

we selected parameter values to reflect the experimentally observable conditions, including W ,635

Ltrap,Lp,Up,Lx,Wadv,Ladv, and D. Because GFIA δ was the only unknown simulation parameter,636

our approach to setting this simulation parameter for each volumetric flow rate (and corresponding637

Up) was to first repeatedly simulate the dilution of only the first trapped droplet for varying values of638

δ until the final concentration was close to experimental observations (e.g., error of �4% of initial639

trap concentration). After identifying reasonable values of δ for each flow rate (and Up) from the640

first-trap simulation, we then asked whether these best-fit δ values would successfully predict the641

dilution profile of the remaining nine consecutive and evenly spaced traps.642

Figure 9 is a comparison of final concentration profiles for experiments [25] and simulations at643

different volumetric flow rates using the δ values that were determined as previously mentioned. As644

seen in Fig. 9, the simulations generally offer a good quantitative match with experiments. However,645

there is noticeable deviation in at least the last few traps in each case. Thus, while our full model646

is able to reasonably predict the dilution of the first few traps, it would likely yield large errors for647

larger systems, such as the entire 60-trap SDA in Fig. 1(a). One possible explanation for this is that648

we have considered a simplified description of the microfluidic network and ignored other geometric649

details such as the effects of bends and circular trap shape.650

An interesting outcome of our efforts to match simulations with experiments is that we find a651

nonlinear power-law dependence between the GFIA δ and Up: GFIA δ = (516 ± 63)U−0.70±0.03
p . We652

observed that the relative strength of GFIA must decrease with increasing plug velocity in order for653
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FIG. 9. Comparison of final concentration profiles for simulations and experiments at different volumetric
flow rates. Experimental data from Sun et al., Fig. 2(a) in Ref. [25] [also shown in Fig. 1(d) in log-lin scale];
2.2-μl plug (55 mm long), 450-μm-diameter traps. Simulations based on full model (including CIA and GFIA)
with the following parameters: Lp = 275 (55 mm); Ltrap = 2 (equivalent area to 450-μm-diameter circular
trap); Up = 83–832 μm/s, corresponding to 0.2–2.0 μl/m for 200-μm-tall channels; D = 500 μm2/s; Lx =
0.75; Wadv = 0.2; Ladv = 1.41.

the data to match in Fig. 9. This dependence explains how it is possible for an order-of-magnitude654

change in velocity (by changing volumetric flow rate from 0.2 to 2.0 μl/m) to yield nearly two655

orders-of-magnitude change in final concentration, evident in Fig. 1(d). Hypothetically, if the mass656

transfer in and out of the trap were solely due to diffusion, then the rate of mass transfer should657

be roughly constant, and contact time would dictate the degree of dilution. An order-of-magnitude658

increase in contact time (by decreasing volumetric flow rate from 2.0 to 0.2 μl/m) should therefore659

yield less than one order-of-magnitude change in final concentration, as diffusion distance depends660

on the square root of time [see Eq. (2)]. However, the nonlinear dependence of GFIA δ on plug661

velocity suggests that the mass transfer rate is in fact not constant and in reality increases with662

decreasing velocity. This makes it possible for an order-of-magnitude change in velocity to yield a663

nearly two orders-of-magnitude change in dilution.664

The physical significance of this nonlinear, inverse relationship between GFIA δ and Up is that665

the relative strength of GFIA appears to decrease as plug velocity increases. Since GFIA is driven by666

gutter flows, this relationship implies that gutter flows—compared to main channel flows—weaken667

with increasing plug velocity. This is likely due to the trapped droplet increasingly deforming against668

the trap-exit constriction as plug velocity and pressure differential across the trap increase, which669

would decrease the available cross-sectional area for gutter flows (i.e., decrease the gutter size).670

Measurement of the “leaky” flow rate around the trapped drop as a function of main-channel Ca671

by Bithi et al. [26] [in an SDA as shown in Fig. 1(a)] supports this argument. In that study, as Ca672

increases, the leaky flow rate around a trapped droplet decreases and quickly becomes negligible673

after a critical Ca due to the deformed drop pressing against the trap constriction. Further experiments674

will be required to determine whether the gutter size, gutter velocity, and the relative strength of675

GFIA do indeed decrease with increasing plug velocity.676
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VI. CONCLUSIONS677

Because of the increasing use of microfluidic static droplet arrays (SDAs) in producing arrays of678

trapped droplets with gradients in concentration, there is a need for a deeper understanding of the679

physical phenomena that dictate mass transfer in such networks. We therefore developed a simple680

phenomenological model for the dilution of SDAs with moving plugs. Our model has enabled681

us to identify the key phenomena that dictate mass transfer in these systems, which can help in682

designing better devices to predictably control the dilution of droplet arrays. The key phenomena683

include (1) advection within the moving plug, (2) diffusion throughout all aqueous regions, (3)684

coalescence-induced advection (CIA), and (4) gutter-flow-induced advection (GFIA).685

Our basic phenomenological model considers only advection within the moving plug and diffusion686

throughout the plug and any coalesced droplets. Simulations based on this simple model yielded687

the same qualitative trends seen in experiments of long moving plugs diluting SDAs: increasing688

plug length and decreasing plug velocity both decrease final concentrations. Furthermore, despite689

the simplicity of our basic model we were able to verify that the staircase segmentation of the690

SDA concentration profiles observed in experiments is due to (1) periodic alternation of the side691

of coalescence between the moving plug and the static droplets, and (2) additional channel length692

between rows of static droplets.693

A parametric study of the key mass transfer phenomena enabled us to gauge the relative importance694

of each phenomenon. As expected, plug velocity and plug length are both important to the degree695

of dilution. While CIA does slightly decrease final concentrations, its effect is minimal compared to696

GFIA. Approximating GFIA simply by redirecting a fraction of the plug’s advective flow through697

the trap along its perimeter, we were able to demonstrate the significant impact that gutter flows can698

have on dilution rate and final trap concentrations.699

With a multitude of model parameters that can affect mass transfer, we searched for an underlying700

physics-based framework that could better explain how each of these parameters relate to one another701

and affect dilution. We find that all parameters can be divided into two main drivers for dilution:702

(1) those affecting the duration of mass transfer—i.e., contact time (e.g., plug velocity and plug703

length), and (2) those affecting the rate of mass transfer (e.g., GFIA, CIA, diffusivity). Particular704

attention should be paid to GFIA, as its importance may have been previously underestimated or705

even overlooked.706

Our identification of GFIA as an alternative transport mechanism that depends nonlinearly on plug707

velocity has significant implications. With respect to the dilution of SDAs, the presence or absence of708

GFIA can impact the design and operation of microfluidic devices. Alternatively, gutter-flow-induced709

mass transfer can lead to efficient methods of oil recovery from droplets trapped in porous media.710
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